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Introduction

• Cloud compute usage review 

• Objectstore developments 

• Growth of commercial services 

• Forward looking and opportunities for ATLAS cloud 
activity



Usage 2017 calendar
yellow=cloud

cloud resources



Active resources
• Dominated by CERN (~1000) and IAAS (~5000) 

(7000 split between ATLAS/Belle) 

• Growing number of Vac sites with GridPP consolidation of sites 
(ATLAS Vac ~1000 slots).  

• Cloudscheduler instances at CERN/uVic 

• IN2P3-CC-T3 testing Openstack ‘Synergy’, which allows fairshare 
and consequently opportunistic use of idle resources

4000



Storage developments
• Recent pre-GDB covered objectstore utility 

• Integration of objectstores 

• Enabling usage via Dynafed advanced and meeting problems 
with existing models, eg. handling of replicas (see uVic 
presentation) 

• RAL's site in Azure tested using Dynafed to handle authz/authn 
exploiting S3/Swift APIs on ECHO (Ceph) 

• Step back from using objectstore with ATLAS event service 

• Performance measurements and integration with Hammercloud 
monitoring are underway

https://indico.cern.ch/event/578974/


Cloud services beyond 
compute and storage

• Growth of cloud compute resources is slow, at least resources 
available to ATLAS 

• Adoption of container technology within sites, not yet container 
cluster hosting. eg. from recent GridPP meeting 

• RAL compute now entirely built using HTCondor Docker 
universe, 22000 cores with services not just WNs 

• Glasgow migrating compute to container fabric using Vac model 

• Besides compute, what commercial services are available? Take a 
survey of cloud based web services

https://indico.cern.ch/event/656544/timetable/










Similar story to AWS



Commercial services

• Very diverse set of services providing a rich 
ecosystem, depending on the provider 

• Try these systems, evaluate cost & utility 

• Feedback to ATLAS/CERN private services and 
help guide ATLAS requirements  
(See ‘ADC themes’ - Torre)



 Public and private services
• Example of public services used by ATLAS (besides compute/storage) 

• AWS DynamoDB (serverless DB) 

• AWS Athena (confusingly named for us, this is SQL on S3 objects) 

• Developer tools to smooth workflows, again, feedback into ATLAS private solutions 

• Example of services deployed privately, reasonably mature 

• CERN DB on demand 

• CERN container hosting - Openstack Magnum (k8,swarm,mesos) 

• CERN streaming analytics platform - Hadoop, Spark, Kafka 

• CERN messaging/logging services - ELK 

• MWT2 elasticsearch service
- GDB,  Luca Canali



An example of AWS-Athena 
(unfortunate name for us)

Dramatically lowers the barrier to entry



AWS-Athena example usecase

• Pilot factory job records stored in S3, daily uploads 
using ‘bot’ write-only credentials, one-time setup 

• AWS-Athena table definition 
• SQL queries directly on S3 data, serverless 
• Query cost based on amount scanned 
• This case $0.05 per full 1TB scan 
• 1TB sample, S3 dominates $2/day cost



Used

Useful?



Summary
• Cloud compute usage is stable but not growing 

• Compute via container cluster hosting on the horizon 

• Objectstore developments continue and a few 
interesting usecases are being studied 

• Commercial services have diverse set of mature 
services, providing a integrated stack of services 

• Similar services deployed privately currently used by 
ATLAS, explore and grow these



Discussion points
• Should we bother to expore these services? 

• If so how to identify usecases?  

• Example: how are machine learning platforms for users? Easy to 
start using? 

• Can we see something like DAST assistance from CloudSearch, 
Amazon LEX chatbot anyone? 

• What about more pragmatic options like Lambda, Batch, Kubeless? 

• Integrated ‘Management tools’ are far more advanced than the 
equivalent private interfaces, particularly Identity, Accounting, and 
Networking


